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Sqirlz Morph is a very simple-to-use program which allows you to morph two or more images (for example, faces). The user interface of the
program is plain and simple. You can import pictures by using the file browser or the "drag and drop" method. So, you can add, move and delete a
control point, enable to automatically toggle between the "Add" and "Move" modes when changing images, fix image boundaries and arrange
windows as non-overlapping tiles. For example, in the case of faces, you can use the control points to synchronize features between two or more
images (e.g. left corner of the eye, tip of the nose). The more control points you add, the more accurate the morphing will be. In addition, you can
preview results in a small window in which you can zoom in and out, specify the animation period (number of frames per cycle), run the morph or
warp animation, resize the animation on saving, as well as save it as a Flash movie or GIF file. Moreover, you can equalizes sizes between pictures,
set the animation order, view image dimensions and control point coordinates, use the "Undo" button, select, rotate, copy and paste a control point
group. But you can also run the animation one way only or reverse, use warp mode, add extra start and end image frames to a saved animation, save
the file sequence, and more. The program takes up a moderate amount of system CPU and memory, includes a comprehensive help file with step-bystep guides and images, and didn't freeze or crash during our tests. We strongly recommend Sqirlz Morph to all users. right up to the day you die
"Satire is a sort of glass, wherein beholders do generally discover themselves"-- Jonathan Swift "I could be most easily convinced that this whole
subject was a dream, were I not sure that I was having one" -- Locke's Epistle to Sir Isaac Newton "...at the time I am in very bad health; my health
is at present so weak that I can scarcely lift myself out of my chair; I should then be in a loose, helpless state" -- Jonathan Swift... Who was then at
the time of his death more rich than when he was alive -- I have already more than once mentioned that his chief glory was that he lived to render
his library a better one - Francis Bacon... His name is dear to all,
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What's New In?
VBA Macro Free – Create your own macro with an intuitive, step-by-step wizard that creates a Visual Basic for Applications macro with a few
clicks of your mouse. You do not need any programming experience and you can include any number of actions, make any number of custom fields
and personalize your VBA code to add your own functionality. SoftEdit – A full-featured Image Editing software that also enables you to edit and
organize files. You can perform various image operations, such as resizing, cropping, rotating, flipping, adjusting brightness, contrast, red-eye
correction, sharpening, recoloring, and apply various filters. In addition to basic image editing, it also offers a variety of advanced tools, including
image processing, 3D graphics, vector graphics, a text editor, a slide show maker and a project manager for Windows. Keyboard Video Capture –
Used to make a recording of your computer screen. As an example, you can use this software to take screenshots of your PC's desktop or to record
yourself browsing the web and chatting with other people. ACalc – Have you ever wondered if your PC is truly compatible with a certain laptop? Or
if you're up to date on your software and hardware requirements? Or maybe you just want to be sure of the compatibility between your computer
and your new printer. Use the ACalc utility to check the compatibility between your computer and software or your computer and hardware, before
you buy. Movie Maker – Is there a movie you've always wanted to make, but never got the chance to? Make the movie you've always wanted using
Movie Maker! You can add all kinds of video, music, pictures, and other files. It has a built-in editor for you to make basic edits to the video or
audio to enhance your movie. And it has a built-in slideshow maker to help you make slideshows in minutes. Finance Calculator – Use this small
app to easily calculate any type of money value. You can easily calculate percentages, profits, compound interest, negative numbers, and more. You
can also use it to easily calculate loan and credit value, savings value, and more. Calculator – Want to quickly calculate a value using a simple
calculator? Calculator is a simple calculator and conversion utility that quickly calculates value from different currencies. You can also easily
calculate a value to a scientific notation or percentage. Print Shop – Make your own customized business cards. Create a company logo and add your
contact information to each card. Add a contact's signature and add an eye-catching background photo. If you need to, you can also save the
template as a Flash card or PDF file for easy sharing. Save as – Download your favorite images, music, movies, and more to your computer. You
can also make a disc of your entire collection to share with others or burn to a disc for storing.
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista Service Pack 1, Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core2Duo 2.4 GHz/AMD Phenom X2 2.4 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 2 GB RAM DirectX: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 1 GB
RAM Network: Broadband Internet connection Keyboard/Mouse: OS: Keyboard/mouse recommended. Processor: Optional (USB or compatible
mouse and
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